TSUNAMI IN FRANKFURT
P-ART 's EAR WITNESS REPORT: FRANKFURTER MUSIKMESSE 2017

MONEY
The nearly world's biggest music fair in Frankfurt (Germany) is no longer as immense and as
complete as years ago when self-respecting music companies from all over the world found it
evident to sign up for a latest place in one of Frankfurter's Messe halls. An impressive percentage of
faithful merchants and visitors passes the procession to the Frankfurter Musikmesse - this year from
5 to 8 April. Reportedly, all dealers, musicians, journalists and ambitious music companies seem to
be descending to the annual NAMM music show of Anaheim (California) to present or experience
annual novelties in the music industry.
About the Frankfurter Musik Messe, various reasons underlie the declining interest of music
companies, traders and consumers, such as the world economy and the expansion of online music
stores. We don't mean only Spotify and other music download platforms.
The main reason why the biggest music companies like Roland (indeed) absent to the Frankfurter
MusikMesse 2017 or why many participating companies have shrunk their stand, goes about
money. Renting a stand at the Messe halls (in terms of square meters) can be called extremely
expensive. An instrument company for brass and percussion pays this year € 160.000 only for the
rent of their area, not including logistics and staff costs. This way, starting companies with
innovative perspective are stopped in advance from the international music forum.
Money is the biggest reason why many established music companies like KORG cannot longer
exhibit their full range of (relatively) new keyboards, workstations, music devices and brands in a
too cramped place.

The brand new Grand Stage was pre-released on the Korg stand: you could see it but not touch
or hear it! Any advantage?
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TSUNAMI
Many soundproof exhibition rooms in the large halls of the music fair help the audience to listen
clearly and without restraint. Depending on the location in Hall 8 or 9, the listening ear is plagued
highly or in extremely high degree by a tsunami of sounds from drumming, blowing, experimenting
presenters and visitors in open stands (ie without soundproofing walls). Despite of headphones for
testing electronic music gear. The videoclip TSUNAMI IN FRANKFURT in our facebook page
"The P-ART Family" is an ecological illustration of what we mean by that.

Tsunami of sounds in Frankfurt Musikmesse: https://www.facebook.com/P.ART.Focus/
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The MEYER area with restored Steinways is a representative example of the cacophonic conditions
under which open music stands suffer. In this acoustic environment it isn't evident to listen and to
judge about the sound quality of an instrument in itself.

You may keep our report with reservation concerning the instruments exposed in this Musikmesse,
and you best complete by careful consideration and finally with an exclusive visit to the local
dealer. One of the showed Steinway grands showed by MEYER was a Steinway M (170 cm). This
beautiful grand piano has a fantastic touch response and a full sound but I 'm not really charmed by
the rather neutral / universal timbre. The sensation of a Bösendorfer's sound differs.
Is a visit to this music fair that produces a lot of noise useless? Not at all. First of all, I like to visit
the Frankfurter Musikmesse as an international showcase of brand new tools and as a collection of
companies, traders and publishers in one location.

SIDE BY SIDE
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In order to get out with all that YAMAHA currently has to show, this Japanese company has
hijacked a separate location: the brand new "Portalhaus" which wasn't unfortunately close to the
two main music halls. We witnessed a great pianoshow at the Yamaha stand which inhibited to test
the new CLP-600 series comparing to the remarkable Yahama's CVP-700 instruments.
On the spot, we could really see the effects of Yamaha that acquired the famous Viennese piano
company Bösendorfer. In the special testroom, it's just getting used to see Bösendorfer grand pianos
side by side near Yamaha grands. Today, such commercial story is not the only one. LINE6 and
STEINBERG (Cubase) suffered the same fate since these companies are included in the Yamaha
group.

MASON & HAMLIN

For the first time we could experience a grand piano from the American company Mason & Hamlin
(www.masonhamlin.com). Sparkling vibrating soundboard of special hardwood, the extended
soundboard box and the carbonised mechanism which inhibits detuning and wear and tear.
Dealer for the Netherlands is Bart Bogaerts in Amsterdam: http://www.pianoservices.nl/overmason-hamlin/. Laurent Mondy (Fleuris) is the exclusive distributor of Mason & Hamlin in
Belgium: http://www.pianosmondy.com/pages/produits/pianos/mason-hamlin.
In Nuremberg you can find the only one dealer for Germany:
http://www.pianodisc.eu/en/products/mason-hamlin-pianos.html

VENOVA
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The Yamaha Venova YVS-100 (€ 100) is a wind instrument made of plastic (a lot of maintenancefree). The Venova has the mouthpiece of a common soprano saxophone (see photo), sounds 'saxlike' and can be played
like a recorder, to
persuade more recorder
enthusiasts. Venova has
the common German
recorder fingering.

BEST OF BOTH WORLDS
KAWAI was prominently present at the Frankfurter Musikmesse. This 90-year-old Japanese piano
company - exists since 1927 - hasn't pinched the amounth of rented square meters: all 'running' and
new models of acoustic pianos, digital pianos and keyboards of this brand have been exhibited
widely. The Kawai ES8 digital keyboard (€ 1.500) is a perfect hit: a very enjoyable keyboard,
solide sound speakers, 100 very contemporary rhythms (nothing is old fashioned) and last but not
least 34 very qualitative sounds not just in the field of piano. The relatively new MP7 was also
available for testing. I find that the MP7 is a dated keyboard: sound, keyboard and technology are
from at least five years ago.
Nothing can get my disapproval when testing the GL-10 grand piano (± € 12.000): the keyboard is
very smooth and responsive. This small Kawai grand piano (only 153 cm long) really doesn't bother
with sound quality: that's fine in the private context.
The newest Kawai CN37 digital piano (€ 1.600) sounds remarkably good, and has a very good
keyboard. The speakers are well placed for spatial display: they sound really full across the
spectrum. The CN37 doesn't only lodge convincing piano sounds. This digital piano has a
maximum of 256 sounds at the same time (that's very good) and it has a very comprehensive bank
of 352 different sounds + 9 drumsets. The MIDI Bluetooth LE (= low energy) is built into the CN37
and demonstrates advanced technological capabilities of the Kawai keyboard today.
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The showpiece of KAWAI is the NOVUS NV10 (expected price is about € 9.000) that we have
already tried in the Musikmesse before release. The new NV10 which will only be available on the
market within a few months has a highly responsive keyboard with great pedals eg the damper
mechanism works extremely smoothly and quietly. It is a hybrid keyboard with the best of two
worlds: the acoustic and digital piano world. The NOVUS is a digital grand piano with the best
piano mechanism Millenium III (Kawai), featuring high quality sounding piano samples from the
Shigeru Kawai SK-EX concert grand. The Japanese audio producer ONKYO has been involved in
the audiotechnology of Novus NV10.

FOR A BIG CONCERT HALL

For the last 10 years, CASIO has worked hard to lose completely her image of toy manufacturer in
the field of piano technology. The successful partnership with the European top brand Bechstein has
produced the hybride Celviano Grand Piano series. The Celviano GP series integrates the Bechstein
hammer mechanism (without the strings, of course) and the interactive resonance system within
three dimensions: soft vs hard, sound strength and time course. The keyboard, the piano sound and
the speaker system are at the highest model: GP-500BP (€ 3.900).

How does a digital hybrid piano match with a whole orchestra in a big concert hall?
The CASIO GP-500 just entered succesfully the stage of the Berliner Philharmoniker with the
Staatskapelle Berlin, march 2017. (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a-IoxwtXAp4)
P-ART © 2017
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For those who have less finances and slightly less high piano ambitions: Casio's Privia PX 860
provides real fun. The speaker system of the Casio PX 560 is also worth mentioning while price in
mind.

TURN YOUR KEYBOARD IN A GRAND PIANO
Turn your keyboard into a grand piano. This is a
misleading advertisement about the "Dutchpiano" by
the Dutch company (Soest) who released a folding
frame made of plastic on the market. Dutchpiano is a
lightweight box with piano legs in the shape of a grand
piano (small model). You put your digital keyboard
(maximum 142 cm wide) in the shell of the plastic
piano. The price is OK: € 1.159.
In this way the audience guesses that the sound comes
from a nice grand piano - small size (baby grand).
Currently, professional digital keyboards (Korg SV-88,
Kawai MP11, Yamaha P115, Roland Juno DS-88, Nord
Stage Piano 3, etc.) simulate the sound of several real
grands (Steinway, Yamaha, Bösendorfer, Fazioli) on an
incredibly high level. The audience of the Dutchpiano
on stage has been completely misleaded: you do not
really see what you see and you do not really hear
what you hear. Affording a proper understanding:
Dutchpiano has a shell of a 25 cm high cavity at 100
cm deep: no strings, no keys, no audio, completely
nothing. Positively, the portable Dutchpiano is the
ultimate alternative to ordinary keyboard stands.
Connected cables can be put away thanks to a
mounting plate that is attached to the inside of the
shell. At the Frankfurter Musikmesse I followed a
demonstration showing how to store the empty
Dutchgrand with fast folded legs in a protective
softcover (€ 130) in just one minute. The Portable
Baby Grand Piano Shell weighs 22 kg.

XKEY CONNECTION
We followed a small presentation of CME Xkeys in the music fair. CME is a remarkable Chinese
keyboard company (http://www.cme-pro.com/). You can choose a ordinary midi controller with
two octaves (Xkey25) or with 3 octaves (Xkey37). On the other hand, the wireless Xkey AIR
(25/37) is the most sophisticated version (= Midi Bluetooth LE), which makes tangling cables
belong to the past.
In order to maintain the bluetooth connection in realtime, CME has invented the WidiBud that you
put into the Lightning USB adapter. As a result, Bluetooth connectivity never expires. Strongly
recommended. Xkey is praised as the controller keyboard closest to the normal piano keyboard.
That's right. However, the real pianist gets used slowly to the touch of this CME keyboard. The
P-ART © 2017
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dimensions of each key are te same as with a common piano key but the feeling always differs
because the depth of the key touch is very limited. Unfortunately, a 88-keys version of Xkey for the
real pianist doesn't (yet) exist. CME Xkey37 is highly recommended as the most sophisticated and
ultimate mobile keyboard controller because it's so beautiful (in white), compact and flat designed
for daily transport. The fully polyphonic aftertouch of Xkey is unique in terms of BLE midi
controller but it is less suitable for classical piano purposes. The American virtuoso keyboardist and
composer Jordan Rudess is the biggest believer of this innovative keyboard.

The name Xkey Air has recently been replaced by Xkey LE because the WidiBud is no longer
exclusive to iOS (Apple): it's just also compatible with PC and Android tablets. Currently,
WIDIBUD is not usable only with CME Xkey Air, but it also supports other BLE MIDI devices.
Someone who opt for purchasing an Xkey receives the best online support that I know from Ceo
Zhao Yitian.

BRUTE REVELATION

ARTURIA, prominently present at the Frankfurter Musikmesse, exposed his newest keyboard
controller models: Keylab 49 Essential and Keylab 61 Essential. Keylab 49/61 is an experimental
P-ART © 2017
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lab that doesn't use or create sounds based on built-in soundboards (there are no internal samples)
but with various sound packages connected with the computer. Keylab will be available later in the
summertime. The price for the 61-keys controller is € 250, and for the 49-keys version you 'll pay
€200. Not yet on the market but actually not really innovative. Variation on the same controller
theme.
On the impressive Arturia
stand the revelation is the
newest
analog
modular
synthesizer, just available since
a few months. MatrixBrute
(€2.000) works very well to
wrestle in the analogue sound
garden. There are many
possibilities available thanks to
the
matrix
principle.
MatrixBrute has a very clear
design and the sound quality is
superior to ten ARP2600
together from the eighties.
MatrixBrute sounds super
organic. The soundpresets are
easily accessible. The smallest
sound changes are immediately
audible thanks to accessible knops and routing controls. Very clear. Everything is easy to reach.
Very analogue, contemporary, fat sounds. Surprisingly good for live performance. For those who
like analog sound synthesis, don't doubt for a minute.

SOUND RELAXATION PLUS
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After a long day immersed in the tsunami of Musikmesse sounds, we go to the BrainLight's stand
for audiovisual relaxation in deep - a time of escape? - in the 4D-Shiatsu massage seat. The
BrainLight system controls the combination of light changes (eyes), tone progression under the
perception threshold (ears) and physical vibration of arms, hands, legs, feets, vertebra and pelvis.
For short, medium and long term effects, several switching programs have been provided to destress, to recover and deepen human concentration, perception, creativity, fantasy and intuition.
Sales Manager Matthias Degen and his assistant were busy to give everyone a personal answer and
advice on the BrainLight test. The interest in the BrainLight massage was gigantic all the time.
Many people had to wait patiently for a brief program in realtime in one of the four massage seats.
Who I could interview, found his session sensational but did not really understand what had
happened to him in a short time. The price tag is located between € 5000 and € 8000 (different
options). Info: www.brainlight.de.

There is a fully acoustic de-stress alternative for a much lower price (€ 2.000): the wooden Singing
Chair Monchair in monochord scale: 18 x steel string in d, 22 x wound string in D. There is also a
60-string sound chair with repeated sequences of the strings C, C, C, G (Tampura scale). These
sound chairs were developed and built by "Feeltone / Boehme Music" (www.boehmemusic.com).
Since 35 years this German company builds acoustic instruments for sound massage and sound
therapy: kalimba's, beaters, drums, indian flutes, monochords, steel drums, gongs, clocks, singing
bowls, etc.
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ARPA INVISIBLE BETWEEN TRADITION AND INNOVATION

The Arpa Invisible is introduced 2015 in the italian music market by the Milanese company
"StealthArp" (http://www.stealtharp.com/). Arpa Invisible with innovation patent attracted a great
deal of attention during the Musikmesse 2017. This new instrument is the result of years of
intensive testing and innovative research about material composition, technology and design. The
corpus of the new harp is made of solid beech wood that can resist high traction of strings and that
owns high quality of vibration. The Stealtharp is not a toy. It can take a beating. The basic version
costs € 400.
The name Arpa Invisible comes from the transparent polycarbonate case. It is lightweight and
unbreakable. The Arpa Invisible is easy to care and to move, unlike the conventional harp. The
Stealtharp is offered unmounted in a cylinder-plastic tube for DIYers. Shipping happens in a handy
packaging bag (see photo). Do-it-yourself purchasers pay less (- € 50) and can fall back on a clear
guide (paper manual + Youtube films). Of course, the Stealtharp will be sold fully assembled.
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< This is the assembled harp model of
Stealtharp with Camac levers (€ 849.00)
Sharping levers allow you to raise the pitch of
individual strings by a half step, which means
that you can play music in different tonalities
without retuning the harp.
The main thing is the sound of the harp. From
the outside point of view you don't expect too
much. Whoever takes the Stealtharp himself
will be stupidly surprised by the quality and the
strength of this harp sound.
Of course, the Stealtharp is not suitable for
famous harpists like the Belgian Anneleen
Lenaerts who performs on a symphonic
orchestral harp with various pedals in the
Wiener Symphoniker and the Vienna State
Opera.
We already had an unforgettable musical
experience at the Arpa Invisible.
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THE LITTLE DAVID'S DREAM

While looking for a total solution in 2014, I was "sold" by Jordan Rudess on Kronos (Korg) to buy
a Kronos myself. I still use my copy. However, I only have mastered 20% of all possibilities (near
presets) because it's not an intuitive keyboard like the Roland Juno DS-88 I have: a versatile
keyboard for a democratic price but with much less possibilities as the Kronos workstation. As a
motivated student I have considered dozens of manuals, written comments and Youtube clips, all to
master my Kronos gradually. At the Frankfurter Musikmesse I unintentionally went into the Kronos
demonstration by the talented Korg introducer Sevan Gökoglu. That's why I - as an experience
connoisseur and critical listener - hang on every word of him. Gökoglu presented and commented
live what you can do with Kronos: to select hundreds of quality sounds, to split, layer, assign
patterns to separate keys, to make a bigband or a symphonic orchestra appears at the same time
from the 88-keyboard, to use smooth transitions, to optimize presets, to save combis, to play jazz
with a virtual top singer (triggered by one key) etc. Everything is possible, in theory. This time in
Frankfurt, the Kronos audience was impressed too by the fluency of the performance. Until you
return at home sitting at your own Kronos, you will be confronted as little David with the difficulty
to tame musical beast Goliath with surname Kronos. Starting from scratch to unleash a workable
orchestra or pop band from your Kronos isn't a reliable starting point for (beginner) Kronos players.
Safer and less frustrating is to start from what others (experts, top professionals) have fixed and
market in new presets (combisets). So I am excited about the KApro symphonic volumes for
Kronos. Nevertheless, we are always willing to engage with the talent of performing music experts,
the world's best. Just the same thing as on the local market where a vendor is selling the best
cleaning soap in the world. You will buy.
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EXPENSIVE TASTE

I say: "This cello sounds perfect, I want it." (photo)
Today lutier Fernando Salvatore Lima (born Portugal) has one of the world's best violin companies
in Cremona (Italy). When I asked for the price of the above 4/4 cello presented by Lima and made
out of the best materials and handled with the most professional care, I got the replay just a little
ashamed: "Should I really say that?" Then, the answer was coming softly: "€ 60.000".
I was speechless. Yes, I have an expensive taste.

SURPRIZING ORGASM
I never thought that I would finish my Frankfurter Musikmesse 2017 report with a pipe organ
manufacturer.
OS-Organum
from
the
German
city
Birkenau
(http://www.osiprofisoundsysteme.de/) builds classic pipe organ for churches, concert halls and homes. In addition,
this company is an expert to implement digital technology in pipe organs with hybridized organs
(analog & digital).
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The digital portable model of a classic pipe organ ( see photo) consists of
- an authentic wooden organ keyboard that is unimaginably responsive,
- a registry box (Pedal / Hauptwerk / Oberwerk) with two choices: a baroque or a romantic registry
set and
- a midi system with an excellent digital sound module full of perfect organ samples.
The speakerset is not included. At the Musikmesse, the digital model of the pipe organ was
connected to two colorful
Monkey-Banana
speakers
(model Turbo 8, price near €
400).
Monkey
Banana
(Monkey-Banana.de) is a small
German monitor company with
a range of visually distinctive
active monitors. This setting
sounded perfect, audibly not
distinguishable
from
an
"analog" classical pipe organ.
In
relative
terms,
OS
Organum's digital table model
is affordable: ± € 3.400
including the Baroque module
(€ 1.500). The romantic
registry module is a little more
expensive.
P-ART © 2017
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For me, the sound experience as well as the keyboard play on the digital table pipe organ by OSOrganum meant an unexpected orgasm.

CODA
It goes without saying that this EAR witness report of the Frankfurter Musikmesse 2017 does not
provide a complete overview. For example, we did not talk about microphones, recording tools,
brass, percussion and guitar tests, nor about the invasion of a large colony of eastern - most chinesemusic companies who were grouped on the Messe floor.
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